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Abstract

simplest and most popular stochastic first-order optimization algorithms for solving (1). Stochastic gradient descent
is widely used in machine learning applications due to its
favorable computational scalability properties. This is notably true in the deep learning setting, where gradients can
be computed efficiently via backpropagation. In convex optimization, SGD can be used to optimize any convex function
F over a convex domain C, given access only to unbiased estimates of F ’s gradients (or more generally, subgradients1 )
through an oracle. This feature makes it very useful for learning problems, where our goal is to minimize generalization
error based only on a finite sampled training set.

In this paper, we consider constrained optimization problems subject to a convex set C. Stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) is a simple and popular
stochastic optimization algorithm that has been the
workhorse of machine learning for many years. We
show a new and surprising fact about SGD, in that
depending on the constraint set C, one can operate SGD with much lower-dimensional stochastic gradients without affecting its performance. In
particular, we design an optimization algorithm
that operates with the lower-dimensional (compressed) stochastic gradients, and establish that
with the right set of parameters it has the exact
same dimension-free convergence guarantees as
that of regular SGD for popular convex and nonconvex optimization settings. We also present two
applications of these bounds, one for improving
the empirical risk minimization bounds in differentially private nonconvex optimization, and other
for reducing communication costs with distributed
SGD. Additionally, we also show that this connection between constraint set structure and gradient
compression also extends beyond SGD to the conditional gradient (Frank-Wolfe) method. The geometry of the constraint set, captured by its Gaussian
width, plays an important role in all our results.

1

While classical results have focused on analyzing the performance of SGD in convex optimization problems, the most
notable recent successes in machine learning have involved
nonconvex optimization. For example, in the unconstrained
setting (i.e., C = Rd ) for a differentiable function that has an
µ-Lipschitz continuous gradient (i.e., µ-smooth), it is well
known that SGD finds an α-first-order stationary point (a
point w with k∇F (w)k ≤ α) with O(µ(F (w1 ) − F ? )/α2 )
iterations [Nesterov, 1998], where w1 is the initial point and
F ? is the optimal value of F . For constrained nonconvex
smooth functions, a variety of similar dimension-free convergence results are known under the appropriate notion of
stationarity [Ghadimi et al., 2016, Mokhtari et al., 2018].
These dimension-free convergence guarantees make SGD
extremely attractive when the parameter space is very high
dimensional.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider the classic optimization problem
of minimizing a function over a convex set:
min F (w),

w∈C

(1)

where C ⊆ Rd is a compact convex set and F : Rd → R.
(Projected) Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is one of the

OUR RESULTS

Our main result is a novel connection between constraint
set structure and compression of the gradients.2 We design a
new SGD-style optimization algorithm that operates with
1
Following a common convention, we still refer to the algorithm in this case as “gradient descent”.
2
The term compressed gradient has been used in a variety
of contexts in prior literature, here we use the term to denote a
lower-dimensional representation of the gradient.
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just the lower-dimensional (compressed) stochastic graditionary point (α-FOSP)3 in T = Ω(µ(F (w1 ) − F ? )/α2 )
ents and has the exact same dimension-free convergence
iterations with ηt = 1/µ and βt ≈ α2 /µ for all t ∈ [T ],
guarantees as that of regular SGD for common convex and
and appropriate minibatch size (Theorem 2.4). We also
nonconvex optimization settings. Formally, instead of the
investigate another popular measure of (non)stationarity
usual stochastic gradient oracle, we assume the existence
defined through gradient mapping, which is a natural
of a compressed stochastic gradient oracle, that on inputs
generalization of gradient for constrained problems [NesΦ ∈ Rm×d and wt ∈ C, returns ϑt = Φĝt ∈ Rm where
terov, 1998, Ghadimi et al., 2016] (see Definition 8), and
ĝt is a stochastic subgradient of F at wt , and m could
reach to a similar conclusion (Theorem B.5).
be much smaller than d. Our new SGD procedure (Algo- (b) Convex and Strongly Convex Functions: In this case,
rithm C OMP SGD), that has access only to this compressed
the goal is to bound the expected optimization error, destochastic gradient oracle, first projects the current iterate
fined as E[F (wT ) − F (w? )], where w? ∈ C is some
wt onto the lower-dimensional space using Φ, then updates
minimizer of F . For a general convex function F (withthe iterate here using the compressed stochastic gradient
out any smoothness
assumption), setting βt = 1/t√and
√
oracle, and then “lifts” back the result to C to get the new
ηt = 1/ t, we get an error bound of O(log(T )/ T )
iterate. We use ideas from geometry and high-dimensional
(Theorem B.9). For a λ-strongly convex functions F , setestimation to perform this lifting. An immediate advantage
ting βt = 1/t and ηt = 1/(λt), we get a O(µ/(λ2 T ))
of using compressed gradients (over regular SGD) comes
bound on the expected error if F is µ-smooth and a bound
in a distributed setup for reducing the cost of transmitting
of O(log T /(λT )) without smoothness (Theorems B.7
gradients.
and B.8). These match the known regular SGD bounds,
see, e.g., [Shamir and Zhang, 2013, Rakhlin et al., 2011].
We next investigate the convergence guarantees of this compressed SGD algorithm for various classes of functions.
These results demonstrate that for many problems, the comOur interest will be on Φ’s that are popularly referred to as
pression of the gradients comes for “free”. The intuition
random projection matrices such as subgaussian random mabehind this connection between constraint set structure and
trices or sparse random matrices. Our analysis is based on
compression is as follows. Given a Gaussian random maexploiting the geometric structure of C. We assume that in
trix and a finite set S of vectors, it is well-known (e.g.,
each iteration t of the algorithm, compressed stochastic graJohnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma) that projection with this
dient oracle is invoked using an independent random projecmatrix preserves the norms of all these vectors in S when
tion matrix Φt , and provide conditions on the learning rate
the projection dimension is roughly log(|S|) [Johnson and
and the projection dimension under which the compressed
Lindenstrauss, 1984]. More generally, by measuring the
SGD has the same (up to constant factors) dimension-free
complexity of the constraint set through the notion of Gausconvergence guarantees as regular (uncompressed) SGD.
sian width, then the above compression guarantee can be
mt ×d
More precisely, let Φt ∈ R
be the random projecachieved with a projection dimension that is roughly square
tion matrix used in iteration t with the compressed stochasof the Gaussian width of S [Gordon, 1988]. In our case,
tic gradient oracle. We show that with appropriate setting
we compress the gradients (and not the iterates), and we
of mt one could match the regular SGD guarantees. The
show that by setting the projection dimension based on the
geometric parameter, Gaussian width, defined as ω(C) =
square of the Gaussian width of the constraint set, suffices
Er∈N (0,1)d [supw∈C hw, ri] plays an important role in our
to well-approximate various norms that matter in converanalysis, and shows up repeatedly as a geometric measure of
gence results (for example, the potential function defined as
the size of the set C. Gaussian width roughly captures the exkwt − wk for w ∈ C).
pected width of C along a random direction. Many constraint
To achieve this, we carefully combine ideas from modern
sets have a small Gaussian width, for example, a common
d
SGD analyses, with ideas in convex geometry and highchoice of C for
sparsity
purposes,
the
`
-ball
in
R
,
has
1
√
dimensional estimation. One of main challenge comes in
a width of O( log d). Setting, mt = Ω(ω(C)2 /βt2 ), for a
ensuring that the noise introduced by the random projection
parameter βt > 0, we establish the following bounds for the
is always bounded. The compressed SGD algorithm updates
convergence guarantees of our compressed SGD algorithm
the iterates in a lower-dimensional projected space, but we
over T iterations. For simplicity, we ignore dependence on
track the SGD progress in the original higher-dimensional
other parameters such as variance of the stochastic gradient,
space. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first
the diameter of the convex set C, etc.
rigorous results in SGD based on strictly utilizing lowerdimensional gradients.
(a) Nonconvex Smooth Functions: For a nonconvex function F that is µ-smooth, we investigate two measures of
(non)stationarity. Firstly, we show that a minibatch version of compressed SGD converges to α-first-order sta-

Applications. We mention two applications of these com3

w̄ ∈ C is an α-first-order stationary point if for all w ∈ C,
h∇F (w̄), w − w̄i ≥ −α, ∇F (w̄) denotes the gradient of F at
w̄.
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pressed SGD results. Both these problems benefit from the
reduced dimensionality of the gradients.
(i) Differentially Private Empirical Risk Minimization
(ERM). Machine learning algorithms are frequently run
on sensitive data, and this has motivated the study of learning algorithms that have good performance guarantees
while providing strong (mathematically proven) privacy
protections for the training data. Differential Privacy (DP)
is a formal algorithmic guarantee provides provable protection against adversaries with arbitrary side information
and computational power, allows clear quantification of
privacy losses, and satisfies graceful composition over
multiple access to the same data [Dwork et al., 2006].
We provide the first results in differentially private nonconvex optimization for achieving first-order stationarity
where the sample size n needed
for a non-trivial result
√
grows as ω(C) and not as d (see Table 1).
√ As an example, if C is the `1 -ball, then ω(C) = O( log d), and
√
there
√ is roughly an exponential improvement from d
to log d in the sample size needed compared to [Wang
et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2017].
(ii) Reducing Communication Costs in Distributed Synchronous SGD. Distributed stochastic gradient descent
plays a very important role in distributed learning. In
this work, we consider the data-distributed model of distributed SGD where the data sets are partitioned across
various compute nodes. In each iteration of synchronous
SGD, the compute nodes send their computed local gradients to a parameter server that averages and updates
the global parameter. Since clients could be constrained
devices that are on slow/expensive connections, communication cost is a principal constraint, especially, the cost
of uploading gradients back to the server.
Firstly, our approach of utilizing lower-dimensional gradients already provides a way of reducing communication
costs in many settings, without any change in the convergence rate. In addition, we show that combining this idea
with any other gradient communication cost reduction
scheme that provides unbiased estimates of the gradient can lead to even further communication cost savings,
however now with an increase in convergence rate that
only depends on the other chosen scheme. Our results
provide the first communication cost bounds for various
distributed optimization problems that depend on the geometry of C (see Table 2).
Extension to Conditional Gradient Method. We show
that the above-mentioned connection between constraint
set and gradient compression extends beyond SGD to conditional gradient (Frank-Wolfe) method [Frank and Wolfe,
1956]. This method is a natural candidate for constrained
optimization because of its projection free property and its
ability to handle structured constraints [Jaggi, 2013]. We
present a Frank-Wolfe style optimization algorithm that

utilizes the compressed stochastic gradient oracle for its
gradient evaluations, and requires a linear minimization
oracle over the set ΦC. As in the case of SGD, we show
that a gradient dimension that is based on the square of the
Gaussian width of C suffices to obtain convergence bounds
that match those of regular stochastic Frank-Wolfe method
in convex/nonconvex settings (Theorems E.1 and E.2, Appendix E). Again, these are the first rigorous results for
the Frank-Wolfe method based on strictly utilizing lowerdimensional gradients.
Due to space limitation, we leave many details, formal statements, proofs, and experimental studies in the supplement.

1.2

RELATED WORK

There has been a growing interest in understanding the convergence properties of SGD where instead of the true gradients some quantized/sparsified/sketched version of gradients is used in the SGD update step. The most common
application of these techniques are in distributed/federated
learning with the goal of reducing the communication costs,
e.g., [Seide et al., 2014, Strom, 2015, De Sa et al., 2015,
Konecnỳ et al., 2016, Wen et al., 2017, Alistarh et al., 2017,
Agarwal et al., 2018, Lin et al., 2017, Khirirat et al., 2018,
Bernstein et al., 2018, Wu et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2018,
Karimireddy et al., 2019, Stich et al., 2018, Mishchenko
et al., 2019, Acharya et al., 2019, Alistarh et al., 2018, Ivkin
et al., 2019, Gandikota et al., 2019, Horváth et al., 2019].
The general idea here is that a client could shrink the gradient communication cost by applying some encoding on the
gradient before transmitting it to the server. Generally, these
schemes come with an increase in the gradient variance. In
other words, these schemes are generally “lossy” and will
result in a slower convergence that using the true gradients.
This is one major difference compared to our results, where
we show that with the right set of parameters based on the
geometry of the constraint set, our dimensionality-reduction
scheme is “lossless”, in that we get the same convergence
rate as if using the true gradients.
We also investigate whether our idea of utilizing lowerdimensional gradients can be combined with these existing
gradient encoding techniques. Existing gradient encoding
techniques can be categorized as either unbiased or biased
based on whether the gradient estimates are unbiased or
not. A number of gradient quantization methods are crafted
specifically to yield unbiased estimates [Alistarh et al., 2017,
Wen et al., 2017, Wang et al., 2018, Gandikota et al., 2019].
We show that one can combine our dimensionality-reduction
scheme with any unbiased gradient encoding technique to
get a reduction in communication cost at the expense of
increased variance in gradient estimate.
We note that a number of gradient encoding techniques
also produce biased gradient estimates [Seide et al., 2014,
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Strom, 2015, Bernstein et al., 2018]. Using the idea of errorfeedback, recently [Stich et al., 2018, Karimireddy et al.,
2019] gave convergence guarantees for this kind of biased
compression algorithm, showing that accumulating compression error locally in the workers can overcome the bias
in the weight updates as long as the compression algorithm
obeys certain properties. On a related note, gradient sparsification techniques with provable convergence were studied
in [Alistarh et al., 2018, Stich et al., 2018]. Another idea
proposed here is to use the count-sketch from the sketching
literature for reducing communication [Ivkin et al., 2019,
Rothchild et al., 2020]. An important point is that, in general,
none of these prior encoding techniques inherently change
the dimensionality of the gradient and also suffer from inflated variance at high compression rates. Also, in general
it is hard to compared biased vs. unbiased approaches because of the different guarantees they are shown to provide.
We leave the question of combining our dimensionality reduction idea with these biased gradient encoding schemes
and/or stochastic variance reduction ideas [Alistarh et al.,
2017, Horváth et al., 2019] for future work.
Another orthogonal idea to reduce communication, especially in the context of federated learning, is the idea of
local SGD [Stich, 2019, Basu et al., 2019], where the clients
perform local updates on their local data, and the clients
communicate with the server only after few rounds.
Beyond Gradient Descent. It is well-known that for certain
problems such as minimizing on the simplex with subgradients bounded in `∞ -norm mirror descent outperforms SGD.
Our focus here is on techniques that apply to a broad class
of problems, including variety of constraint sets and nonconvex functions. Since SGD is arguably the most popular
and general optimization approach, we focus on it here.
Comparison with some additional related work based on
sketching the Hessian matrix, differentially private ERM is
presented in Appendix A.1.
1.3

PRELIMINARIES

Notation. We denote [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Vectors are denoted
by boldface letters. We use Ip to denote a p × p identity
matrix. For a vector v, kvk denotes its Euclidean-norm.
Throughout, we assume that C ⊆ Rd is a compact convex set.
We define the diameter of C as, kCk = supw,w0 ∈C kw−w0 k.
Given a Φ ∈ Rm×d , we define ΦC := {Φw : w ∈ C}.
Define the projection of w ∈ Rd onto a closed convex set
C ⊆ Rd as: ΠC (w) := argminw0 ∈C kw − w0 k. We review
some optimization fundamentals in Appendix A.2.
Gaussian width. Our analysis is based on exploiting the
geometric properties of the constraint set. We use the
well-studied quantity of Gaussian width that captures the
`2 -geometric complexity of a set of points. Given a set
S ⊂ Rd , its Gaussian width ω(S) is defined as: ω(S) :=

Er∈N (0,Id ) [supa∈S ha, ri].
Many interesting examples of S have low Gaussian width.
For√example, the `1 -ball and simplex in Rd have width of
O( log d), whereas a convex hull
√ of l vectors with bounded
`2 -norm of c has width O(c log l). See Table 3 in Appendix A.2 for additional examples of commonly used sets
with low Gaussian width.
Given a set S, the square of Gaussian width of S measures the dimension size one needs to take on a random
projection to still approximately preserve the norms of all
the points in S. For Gaussian random matrices Φ, this was
first shown in [Gordon, 1988], popularly referred to as Gordon’s theorem (Theorem A.3 in Appendix A.2). This was
recently extended to matrices drawn from subgaussian distributions [Dirksen, 2014] or distributions over sparse matrices [Bourgain et al., 2015] (Theorem A.4 in Appendix A.2).
We will use this norm-preservation property and its consequences throughout our analyses.

2

SGD WITH LOW-DIM. GRADIENTS

In a regular SGD setup, the assumption is that we do not
know F , and the only information is through a stochastic
gradient oracle, which given w ∈ C, produces a vector ĝ
such that E[ĝ] = g is a subgradient of F at w. In this section, we introduce a dimensionality reduced gradient setup,
where the stochastic gradient oracle does not return ĝ but
only a lower-dimensional projection of ĝ, say obtained by
applying a dimensionality reducing random projection to the
subgradient. For a formal analysis, we define a compressed
stochastic gradient oracle as follows.
Definition 1 (Compressed Stochastic Subgradient Oracle
(CSFO)). Upon receiving query w and Φ ∈ Rm×d , the
compressed stochastic gradient oracle returns ϑ where
ϑ = Φĝ. Here, ĝ is an independent random vector whose
expectation E[ĝ] = g is a subgradient of F at w. Borrowing from the stochastic optimization literature, we denote
this oracle as the compressed stochastic first-order oracle
(CSFO), and use the notation ϑ = CSFO(w, Φ).
Note that with Φ = Id , CSFO defaults to the standard
subgradient (SFO) oracle. Implementing a CSFO oracle
is easy, as it just computes a projection of the subgradient.
Hence, it can be efficiently implemented for any problem
for which subgradients can be computed efficiently. Our
convergence results, provide bounds on the number of calls
needed to a CSFO oracle to get accurate results. Transmitting Φ to the oracle is unnecessary as long as both the oracle
and algorithm agree upon it. For example, as discussed in
Section 3, in a distributed setup one can avoid transmitting
Φ by using shared randomness between clients and server.
Note that when m < d, the ϑ = CSFO(w, Φ) ∈ Rm has
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a dimensionality lower than d.4 This creates an immediate
issue with using CSFO as there is now a dimensionality
mismatch for the SGD iterate update step. We first design
an SGD-style algorithm that overcomes this problem and
operates with only access to CSFO.
Our algorithm (Algorithm C OMP SGD) is based on a simple
modification to the SGD procedure. Algorithm C OMP SGD
is parameterized by two functions ηt and βt , where ηt describes the learning rate and βt ∈ (0, 1) relates to the dimension of the compressed gradient. In each iteration t, the
algorithm picks an independent random projection matrix
Φt of dimension mt × d. Various choices of Φt could work
here. For example, Φt could be a Gaussian matrix with
where each entry is sampled i.i.d. from N (0, 1/mt ) or Φt
could be a sparse JL matrix as defined by [Kane and Nelson, 2014]. Our approach can be informally described as:
i) take an SGD step in the projected domain Rm
t using the
lower-dimensional subgradient, ii) do a projection onto ΦC,
and iii) lift back the solution to C to form the new iterate.

In Algorithm C OMP SGD, wt+1 exists because θt ∈ Φt C =
{Φt w : w ∈ C} so we can represent θt = Φw̃ with
w̃ ∈ C, therefore the set St = {w ∈ C : Φt w = θt } has
at least one entry w̃. For our theoretical results, it suffices
that we pick any wt+1 ∈ St . We now discuss an idea for
constructing wt+1 , based on estimating w̃ which lies in C,
given θt = Φt w̃. For any vector w ∈ Rd , the Minkowski
functional of C ⊆ Rd is the non-negative number kwkC
defined by the rule: kwkC = inf{τ ∈ R : w ∈ τ C}.
Minkowski functional of a convex set is a convex function.
In particular, when C is a symmetric convex body, then k · kC
defines a norm (called Minkowski norm). Now consider the
following optimization problem:
def
InvC (θt , Φt ) = argminw0 ∈Rd kw0 kC s.t. Φt w0 = θt . (2)
We now show that we can pick wt+1 by solving (2).
Lemma 2.1. For any wt+1 ∈ InvC (θt , Φt ), wt+1 ∈ St .
For any convex set C, the optimization problem in (2) is
a convex program, and hence can be solved using convex
programming solvers. In fact, if is a C polytope then this is a
linear program. For example, if C is the popular `1 -sparsity
constraint, then (2) reduces to the well-studied basis-pursuit
problem

Algorithm C OMP SGD
Objective: minw∈C F (w)
Input: Convex set C, learning rate parameters {ηt },
and projection dimension parameters {βt }.
1. Pick w1 as any point in C

argminw0 ∈Rd kw0 k1 subject to Φt w0 = θt .

2. for t = 1 to T do

a. Set mt ← Ω min{d, ω(C)2 /βt2 }
b. Let Φt ∈ Rmt ×d be an i.i.d. random projection matrix (e.g., subgaussian or sparse JL
matrix)
c. Let ϑt ← CSFO(wt , Φt ) (from compressed stochastic gradient oracle)
d. Let θt ← ΠΦt C (Φt wt − ηt ϑt )
e. Let wt+1 ← pick any element from the
set St = {w ∈ C : Φt w = θt } (e.g., by
solving (2))

(3)

for which lots of efficient solution techniques are
known [Hastie et al., 2015]. In our experiments, we noticed that using sparse random matrices and known tricks
for solving (3) (see, e.g., [Lorenz et al., 2015]), the periteration cost of Algorithm C OMP SGD is almost identical
to that of regular SGD. On the other hand, the reduction in
gradient dimension could be quite substantial. Another point
to note here is that in a distributed setup (as we discuss in
Section 3.2), the selection of wt+1 will be performed on the
server, which is assumed to be computationally powerful,
therefore this step will not be a matter of concern.

Note that for any Φ ∈ Rm×d , ΦC is a convex set, and since
C is compact and closed, implies ΦC is closed. This follows
because if C is compact then the recess cone RC = {0}
(Definition 6), which implies that ΦC is closed [Bertsekas,
2009]. Therefore, by properties of the projection operator
ΠΦC is well-defined and satisfies the projection properties
in (5) and (6). For common C’s of interest here such as
convex hulls (polytopes), the linear transformation (through
Φ) is also a convex hull (polytope) in Rm , so the standard
techniques for projection onto these sets are applicable for
projection onto ΦC.
Given Φĝ ∈ Rm (with m  d) it is not possible to recover
ĝ without further structural assumptions (such as sparsity) on ĝ,
which are generally not true.

2.1

CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

We now analyze the convergence guarantees of Algorithm C OMP SGD. In all our results, the final expectation
(E[·]) is over the stochastic gradient noise and other randomness in the SGD algorithm (as is standard), but not over
the randomness introduced by the random projection. The
following inequality will play an important role in keeping
track of the algorithm’s progress.
Lemma 2.2. In Algorithm C OMP SGD, for any t ∈ [T ],
(1 − βt )kwt+1 − wk2 ≤ k(wt − ηt ĝt ) − wk2 .

4

The challenge in our analysis comes from the fact that
we have access to only to lower-dimensional gradients,
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the updates happen in the compressed space, and the random projection introduces noise in the gradients. Our analyses will establish the values of ηt , βt under which Algorithm C OMP SGD has same (up to constant factors)
dimension-free convergence guarantees as regular SGD. The
analyses for the strongly convex and convex cases (with or
without smoothness) are deferred to Appendix B.2 (Theorems B.7, B.8 and B.9). We get the following result.
Theorem 2.3.
1. [Strongly Convex, Smooth] Let F be
a λ-strongly convex and µ-smooth function over a convex set C, and E[kĝt k2 ] ≤ G2 for all t ∈ [T ] (where
ϑt = Φt ĝt ). Then with ηt = 2/(λt) and βt = 1/t, Algorithm C OMP SGD satisfies: E[F (wT ) − F (w? )] =
O(µG2 /(λ2 T )).
2. [Strongly Convex] Let F be a λ-strongly convex function over a convex set C, and E[kĝt k2 ] ≤ G2 for all
t ∈ [T ] (where ϑt = Φt ĝt ). Then with ηt = 2/(λt) and
βt = 1/t, Algorithm C OMP SGD satisfies: E[F (wT ) −
F (w? )] = O(G2 (1 + log(T ))/(λT )).
3. [Convex] Let F be convex function over a convex set C, and E[kĝt k2 ] ≤ G2 for all t √∈ [T ]
(where ϑt = Φt ĝt ). Then with ηt = ϕ/ t and
βt = 1/t, Algorithm C OMP SGD satisfies:
√E[F (wT ) −
F (w? )] = O( kCk2 /ϕ + ϕG2 (log T / T )). In particular with ϕ √= kCk/G, E[F (wT ) − F (w? )] =
O(kCkG log T / T ).

Convergence Analysis for Nonconvex Functions. We now
focus on the analysis for the nonconvex case. For nonconvex
functions, in the constrained setting, several measures of
(non)stationarity have been considered for projected gradient methods [Ghadimi et al., 2016, Mokhtari et al., 2018,
Nouiehed et al., 2018]. We work with two popular stationarity notions here: a) α-FOSP (Definition 7)3 and b) norm
of the gradient mapping (deferred to Appendix B.1.2). Let
F ? = minw∈C F (w). Missing details from this section are
collected in Appendix B.1.
In this case, we assume a stronger stochastic approximation
to the subgradient in that we use a minibatch version of
Algorithm C OMP SGD, where b is the minibatch size (formally described in Appendix B.1). Theorem 2.4 shows that
after ≈ O(α−2 ) iterations, even with compressed gradients,
minibatch Algorithm C OMP SGD converges to an α-FOSP
(with high probability). The proof has two parts, first we
show that when the difference between two consecutive iterates is small then we have an α-FOSP, and then we bound
the number of iterations before which this iterate difference
condition is achieved. We show that the algorithm fails with
a low probability to produce an α-FOSP (in which case it
outputs ⊥). We assume the following.

(i)

Assumptions: E[kĝt k2 ] ≤ G2
E[k∇F (wt ) −

(i)
ĝt k2 ]

and

2

≤ ζ , ∀i ∈ [b], t ∈ [T ]. (4)

Theorem 2.4. Let F be µ-smooth and continuously differentiable function over a convex set C. Let the assumptions
in (4) hold. Let ρ ∈ (0, 1) and α > 0. Consider the minibatch version of Algorithm C OMP SGD with output of first
wτ (if it exists) in (w1 , . . . , wT ) such that kwτ − wτ +1 k ≤
α/(G + µkCk), and ⊥ (fail) otherwise. Set ηt = η = 1/µ,
βt = β = min{1/4, (µα2 )/(64GkCk(G + µkCk)2 )} for
all t ∈ [T ], and batchsize b = Ω((1/ρ) · max{1, (kCkζ(G +
µkCk)2 /(α2 µ))2 }). Then, if T = Ω((F (w1 ) − F ? )(G +
µkCk)2 /(µα2 ρ)), with probability at least (1 − ρ)2 , this
procedure outputs a wτ that is an α-FOSP for F .
One may notice that in the above theorem βt ’s are fixed
across all iterations and scales as ≈ α2 . whereas in the
convex settings we set βt = 1/t. This distinction comes
because the nature of guarantees differ in these two cases.
In the convex case, as we get closer to the global optimum,
we need a more precise estimate of the stochastic gradient
(as compression adds noise), which is achieved by reducing
βt . In the nonconvex case, we can set β to a fixed value
based on the required guarantee and there seems to be no
advantage in adjusting it per iteration. We conjecture that
for the convex cases, this dependence on βt on t is unavoidable, if we want the corresponding convergence rates of
Algorithm C OMP SGD to match that of regular SGD.
The batchsize in Theorem 2.4 is carefully selected for our
analysis to go through, and even with full stochastic gradients a similar batchsize would probably be needed, see
for e.g., [Mokhtari et al., 2018] (note that the batchsize is
independent of βt and ω(C)). In practice, small batchsizes
suffices as observed in our experiments.
2.2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now experimentally compare Algorithm C OMP SGD to
SGD with the goal of validating our theoretical findings.
Missing details about the datasets and experimental setup
are provided in Appendix B.3. There we also have additional experimental results under other constraint sets such
as subspace and (positive) simplex (Figure 5).
Experimental Results on Convex Functions. In Figure 1, we compare the performance of SGD and Algorithm C OMP SGD on sparse linear regression [Hastie et al.,
2015] and logistic regression with `1 -constraint [Lee et al.,
2006].We use a sparse random projection matrix in our experiments. We use the linear program in (3) to pick wt+1 ,
and use heuristic stopping ideas from [Lorenz et al., 2015]
on an `1 -homotopy solver for efficiency. Based on the Gaussian width of the `1 -ball, we set mt = max{d, t2 log(d)}
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where d here is the dimensionality of the input. In Appendix B.3, we presents some results with other types of
constraint sets.
With sparse linear regression, given a matrix A ∈ Rn×d
and y ∈ Rn where y = Aw? with sparse w? , we solve:
minw ky − Awk2 subject to an `1 -constraint on w. In Figure 1a, we plot the objective value (error) ky − Awt k2 over
SGD and C OMP SGD iterations. We use synthetic random
data for A with n = 1000, d = 10000. With logistic regression, we minimize the standard logistic regression objective
but with an additional `1 -constraint [Lee et al., 2006].
The performance C OMP SGD is almost identical (sometimes marginally better) than SGD. Computationally too
Algorithm C OMP SGD matches that of SGD. For example,
on the MNIST, Reuters, and IMDB datasets, SGD took an
average of 0.58, 6.36, 7.04 seconds per epoch respectively,
whereas Algorithm C OMP SGD took an average of 0.75,
6.76, 7.49 seconds per epoch respectively. So, for example on the IMDB dataset, CompSGD is only about 6.3%
slower than SGD, however, as Figure 3d (Appendix B.3)
shows the dimensionality of utilized gradients is significantly smaller, by a factor of ≈ 19 over the entire run. So,
overall, Algorithm C OMP SGD matches (or marginally improves) SGD performance, achieves significant gradient
compression, with a minor increase in the computational
cost. Training accuracy plots are in Figure 3 (Appendix B.3).
The variance across runs for Algorithm C OMP SGD is also
low (see, e.g., Figure 4, Appendix B.3). In theory, this stems
because of the tight concentration results we have with these
random projections [Oymak et al., 2018, Theorem 1.3].
Experimental Results on Nonconvex Functions. We use
an MLP with three hidden fully-connected layers (input
dimension ×50, 50×50, and 50× number of output classes)
with ReLU activations, followed by softmax classifier. We
optimize the network under an `1 -constraint on weights.
Figure 2 presents the test accuracy plots for this network.
For C OMP SGD, we set mt = di /10 for each layer i, where
di is the original number of parameters in layer i. The results
show that convergence of SGD and C OMP SGD are near
identical, even though C OMP SGD uses a factor of 10 lowerdimensional gradients. The training accuracy plots presented
in Figure 6 (Appendix B.3) also exhibit a similar behavior.

3

APPLICATIONS

We now consider two different problems in which reducing
the dimensionality of the gradient proves helpful.
3.1

DIFF. PRIV. ERM WITH NONCONVEXITY

We consider the standard Empirical Risk Minimization
(ERM) framework. Given a dataset D = (z1 , . . . , zn )
from a data universe Dn , the goal in ERM is to:

Pn
minw∈C F (w; D) := n1 i=1 f (w; zi ), where f : Rd →
R is the loss of model w ∈ Rd for data record zi . Let us
start with the definition of differential privacy. Let D represent some domain. We say two datasets D ∈ Dn and
D0 ∈ Dn with n elements each are neighbors if they differ
in one entry.
Definition 2 ((, δ)-DP [Dwork et al., 2006]). A randomized algorithm A is (, δ)-differentially private if for all
neighboring datasets D, D0 and for all outcomes Γ in the
output space of A, we have Pr[A(D) ∈ Γ] ≤ exp() ·
Pr[A(D0 ) ∈ Γ] + δ, where the probability is taken over
the randomness of the algorithm.
Missing details and formal statements from this section are
provided in Appendix C.
One of the basic ideas for achieving DP for ERM problems is add noise to the gradients using the (DP-SGD) algorithm [Song et al., 2013, Bassily et al., 2014]. The DP-SGD
iteration is of the form, θt+1 ← θt − ηt (∇F (w; D) + et ),
where et ∼ N (0, σ 2 Id ) is the calibrated noise to achieve
(, δ)-differential privacy. The fact that ∇F (w; D) ∈ Rd ,
means that the popular Gaussian mechanism (Theorem A.1)
idea in DP requires E[ket k2 ] = σ 2 d that brings about the
dependence on the dimension d in the utility analysis.
An approach to reduce the dependence on d arising from
noise addition in DP-SGD iteration is to reduce the dimensionality of the gradient vector. For example, if we
take Φ ∈ Rm×d with entries drawn i.i.d from N (0, 1/m),
then Φ∇F (w; D) ∈ Rm . Therefore, by using the Gaussian
mechanism now, one could add noise as: Φ∇F (w; D) + et
where et ∼ N (0, σ 2 Im ). This roughly changes the dependence on d to m in the convergence analysis. This idea is
formalized in Algorithm P RIV SGD (Appendix C). Table 1
summarizes the improved sample size bounds. These are
the first results in differentially private nonconvex optimization which provides meaningful
√ guarantees when n  ω(C)
rather than requiring n  d. So for common C’s, such as
the `1 -ball, this reduction in sample size would be exponential from roughly d to log d.
3.2

REDUCING COMMUNICATION IN DIST. SGD

We consider the data-distributed model of distributed SGD.
Let us assume that there are M clients, numbered 1, . . . , M .
Let F (w) : Rd → R. We investigate the following opPM
1
timization problem: minw∈C F (w) := M
i=1 fi (w),
where each fi resides at the ith client. As an illustration
of the above setup, consider a machine learning problem, with data {z1 , . . . , zn } partitioned on the clients,
with Pi the set of indexes
P of datapoints on client i, then
with fi (w) = (M/n) j∈Pi f (w; zj ), we get F (w) =
Pn
(1/n) i=1 f (w; zi ). Missing details are provided in Appendix D.
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Figure 1: (a) Performance comparison for sparse linear regression on a synthetic dataset. (b), (c), and (d) Performance
comparison for logistic regression with `1 -constraint on the MNIST dataset, Reuters dataset, and IMDB datasets, respectively.
We use a constant learning rate at 0.1 based on its good performance for SGD and use minibatch size of 32.
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of training a MLP network with SGD vs. C OMP SGD on different datasets. Again, we
use a constant learning rate at 0.1 based on its good performance for SGD and use minibatch size of 32.

Guarantee
α-FOSP

Reqd. 
 DP-SGD Sample Size
√ kCk(L+µkCk)2 L√T log(1/δ)
√ 2
Ω
d·
ρα µ

P RIV SGD Sample Size Reqd. 
 Algorithm
n
√ o kCk(L+µkCk)2 L√T log(1/δ)
√ 2
Ω min ω(C)
,
d ·
β
ρα µ

Table 1: Comparison of sample size (n) needed for achieving α-FOSP for a nonconvex µ-smooth function under (, δ)-DP.
Assume k∇f (w; ·)k is uniformly bounded by L for all w ∈ C. The settings of β and the upper bound on T are from
Corollary C.2. Additional results are presented in Table 4, Appendix C.

Assumptions on F
and Guarantee
Convex
?

E[F (wT ) − F (w )] ≤ α
µ-smooth and diff. nonconvex
α-FOSP

SGD with Contraction C
(Total
comm. cost)


SGD
(Total comm. cost)
 2 2 
Õ G αkCk
d
2

Õ

Shamir and Zhang [2013]
O (κ1 T d)
Mokhtari et al. [2018]

χC G2 kCk2
d

α2

γCd

O (κT γCd )

Algorithm C OMP D IST SGD
comm. cost)

 (Total
χC G2 kCk2
d
Õ
min
{γ
,
γ
}
Cd
Cr
α2
(From Corollary D.2, Part 3)
O (κT min {γCd , γCr })
(From Corollary D.2, Part 4)

Table 2: Comparison of the total communication costs of distributed synchronous SGD, distributed synchronous SGD
with contraction operator C, and our proposed Algorithm C OMP D IST SGD. For convex case, we set κ = 1 and r =
(ω(C)χCd G2 kCk2 /α2 )2 . The Õ(·) notation hides some logarithmic terms. The settings of κ, β, T for the nonconvex case is
from Corollary D.2, Part 4 and r = ω(C)2 /β 2 . Here, κ1 is the value of κ obtained by setting χCd = 1. Additional results
are presented in Table 5, Appendix D.

In each iteration t of synchronous SGD, the server randomly
picks a set Rt of κ ≥ 1 clients and sends them the current
model parameter wt . Each of these selected client i com(i)
putes ĝt an independent stochastic (sub)gradient of fi at

(i)

wt , and communicates ĝt back to the server. The central
server then aggregates these gradients and applies the upP
(i)
date wt+1 ← wt − ηκt i∈Rt ĝt . Naively for the above
protocol, the resulting per round communication is roughly
κ · (32d) bits (assuming 32-bit floating point numbers). Our
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results (Theorems B.7, B.8, B.9, 2.4, and B.5) already show
that, by transmitting lower-dimensional gradients, we can
reduce communication costs, while preserving the convergence guarantees to within constant factor of the regular
distributed SGD. In this section, we build on these results
and show that in fact one can use any unbiased gradient
compression scheme on top of our idea of utilizing lowerdimensional gradients.
For a formal analysis, we define a contraction operator to capture a general class of existing unbiased gradient encoding schemes. Following [Stich et al., 2018],
we define a contraction operator as a (possibly randomized) function Ca defined as mapping from Ra → Ra
for a ∈ N that satisfies these following common assumptions: (i) ∀v ∈ Ra , E[Ca (v)] = v (unbiasedness) and (ii)
E[kCa (v)−vk2 ] ≤ χCa kvk2 (variance bound). Let γCa denote the bits needed to communicate Ca (v) from a client to
server. This general notion captures many common unbiased
quantization techniques such as stochastic rounding [Alistarh et al., 2017, Wen et al., 2017], vector quantization
techniques such as vqSGD [Gandikota et al., 2019], and
unbiased sparsification techniques such as random sparsification [Stich et al., 2018]. As an example, the quantization
technique of [Alistarh et al., 2017] satisfies χCa = 1 and
γCa ≈ 2.8a + 32 for all a ∈ N.
Our procedure is presented in Algorithm C OMP D IST SGD
(Appendix D). The overall idea is simple, take a random
projection of a gradient and then apply the contraction operator Cmt . More formally, client i at iteration t will transmit
(i)
Cmt (Φt ĝt ). The total communication cost in iteration t
equals κ · γCmt bits. This saves at least a factor γCd /γCmt
over just applying the contraction operator over the true gradients in each iteration t, which could be significant when
mt  d.5 For example, if C is the quantization technique
of [Alistarh et al., 2017], then γCd /γCmt ≈ d/mt where
mt ≈ ω(C)2 /βt2 , and for sets C such as the unit l1 -ball,
ω(C)2 = O(log d).
The cost of communicating Φt is not significant as it can be
achieved using various techniques such as one-to-all broadcasting. In practice, Φt will be generated by a pseudorandom
generator initialized by some seed, so by just communicating the seed we can regenerate Φt at each device. In Table 2,
we summarize the total communication cost (summed over
all rounds) for a convex and nonconvex setting considered.
Additional results and formal statements are provided in
Appendix D.
In Figure 7, we provide experiments supporting our theoretical results. For illustration, we used the simple stochastic
gradient quantization technique of [Alistarh et al., 2017]
(described in Appendix D.1) for the contraction operator
and assume just one client. Otherwise, we use the same
5

γCa is a non-decreasing function in a, i.e., cost of communicating a longer vector can’t be less than one for a shorter vector.

experimental setup as described in Section 2.2. Again, the
main takeaway is that the performance of C OMP D IST SGD
matches that of SGD under the same contraction operator.
The performance drop in both these schemes (compared to
Figure 2 where we do not have any quantization) comes due
to the applied quantization.

4

EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Frank-Wolfe with Low-Dim. Gradients. The Frank-Wolfe
(FW) optimization algorithm requires access to a linear optimization oracle over C. In Appendix E, we show how one
could recover the standard convergence guarantees of FrankWolfe algorithm (for both convex and nonconvex functions)
with only access to compressed gradients provided through
the CSFO oracle (see Algorithm C OMP FW). The main difference, compared to a traditional Frank-Wolfe algorithm, is
how we invoke the linear optimization oracle. A traditional
(stochastic) FW update computes a stochastic approximation to the gradient at the current iterate wt and invokes
the LOO oracle with it. This gives the element in C that
correlates the most with the steepest descent (the negative
stochastic gradient). We use a similar idea but instead solve a
linear minimization problem with the compressed gradients
over the set Φt C. We then utilize the lifting idea from (2) to
compute a direction to take the step.
In Theorem E.2 (Appendix E), we establish that for
convex functions the convergence guarantees of Algorithm C OMP FW matches the known results with stochastic
Frank-Wolfe algorithm [Hazan and Luo, 2016, Theorem 3].
In Theorem E.1 (Appendix E), we show that for smooth
nonconvex functions Algorithm C OMP FW, after O(α−2 )
iterations, converges to an α-FOSP (with high probability).
Concluding Remarks. We introduce the setting of SGD
with compressed gradients, a fundamental question that studies how much bits of gradient information are truly needed
for SGD to continue providing its guarantees, and also captures practical applications in private nonconvex ERM and
distributed SGD. This new setup requires a rethinking of
the SGD algorithm, and a subsequent careful analyses of
the SGD guarantees. We also show that these ideas extend
beyond SGD to the conditional gradient method. While we
focused on getting bounds which hold in expectation it is
possible that under assumptions on the tail of the noise distribution (such as [Harvey et al., 2019]) one could obtain
high probability bounds. A natural question that arises from
this work is whether the connection between constraint set
structure and gradient compression that we observe here is
inherent for any first-order optimization scheme. Extending
the presented techniques to compress higher-order derivatives is an interesting open research direction.
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